datango performance suite

You licensed the datango performance suite and want your authors to
produce professional results.
You have to make sure that all authors use the correct method to
record and create documentation and e-learning according to your
guidelines.
The datango performance suite is easy to learn. If results are to be
created at a high didactic level, a modular training for professional
results is required.
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datango performance suite

Module:

Contents:

Duration

Fees:

(in days)
System architecture, configuration, resources,
templates, archives import export, groups and projects,
record and rerecord, locate, mass tools, interfaces,
audio, MP4 video
Documentation, single and composite documents,
creations of books and book pages, trainer
configuration, IPro.
Tips and tricks from the project practice.

2

2.800 $

datango collaborator
Training:

Working in a team with the collaborator, connect and
log in, upload and download of content,
synchronizations, retrieve and return write token, delete
and restore data. Connect IPro.

1

1.400 $

datango collaborator
Administration:

System architecture, TomCat, SQL-Server, logs, work
area, write token, user, roles, rights, user administration.
Learner area. LSO and success factor, publishing,
tracking.

2

2.800 $

Authors training::

Didactic preparation of simulations, 4-Mat system.
Meta-model of language, participant or trainer oriented
styles, calculation of expenses for author tools.
Language samples for demo, exercise, tests.

2

3.000 $

datango Producer
Training:

Certification as
datango-Practitioner:

After passing the online exam (80% correct answers) you
will receive a Paris AG certificate.

150 $
2 h.

Per
participant

.
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datango performance suite

After passing the online exam (80% correct answers) you
Certification as
datango-Administrator: will receive a Paris AG certificate.

150 $
2 h.

Per
participant

1. Our training environment:
You study in groups of a maximum of 10 participants. Each participant works on his or her own notebook
with access to the SAP – ECC6 IDES clients and the current Workforce performance suite which is connected
to a manager.

2. Venues and languages
In the DACH region (Germany, Austria and Switzerland) the trainings take place in your company. The
lessons are held in German on German-speaking systems. Please arrange an appointment with our sales
department.
In all other European countries the trainings take place in your company. The lessons are held in the
respective national language on systems in the relevant national language. Manager in English. Please
arrange an appointment with our sales department.

3. Hotels and catering
The trainings are offered without accommodation and meals.
During the training breaks, coffee, tea and mineral water are served.
As a general rule, we reserve a quota of rooms in the conference hotels according to the number of
participants in each class and try to negotiate special conditions, but we can give no guarantees.

4. Registration and payment
Registrations are made through our sales department. The terms of payment agreed with you shall apply.

5. Certification and certificate
The certifications are offered during the training period. In addition, there will be one Saturday per quarter in every
European country where you will be able to participate in the certification. You need to register for certification. Point 4.
applies here.
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